virgin who could carry her jug of water, strapped
104   buxon ^ ^^h ^e and eage^ for the old toothless ^
he curved back was still capable of sustaining a stag-
•S   load of firewood, for the widow with her strag-
grflock of children, for the servant girls who laughed
stsily* for wives who took over the work of their lazy
Sands,' for every species of female, in-short, except the
nd mistress or the idle English women of the vicinity.
When I first saw the women. staggering up the steep
i   es like the women of old in the Bible, I felt a pang
ofdistress. The very manner of strapping the heavy jug
to the back gave me a feeling of humiliation. The more
so because the men who might have performed this hum-
ble task were more than likely sitting in the cool of a
tavern or lying prone under an olive tree. My first
thought was Jo relieve the'young maid at our house of a
minor task; I wanted to feel one of those jugs on my own
back to know with my own muscular aches what that re-
peated journey to the well meant. When I communicated
my desire to Durrell he.threw up his hands in horror. It
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.aonc ui *	,	   o    -of a joy which
I had never tasted. He begged me not to do it, for hk
sake—he said he would lose caste, that the Greeks ^rouM
laugh at us. In short, he made such a'point of it that I was;
obliged to abandon the idea. But on my rambles through *
the hills I usually made a point of stopping at the w$i
to "slake my thirst. There one day I espied the monsfe|
with six toes. She was standing in her bare feet, ankle dee$:
in mud, washing a bundle of clothes. That she was ugjjjg;
I could not deny, but there are all kinds of ugliness *0j|
hers was the sort which instead of repelling attracts*^
begin with she was strong, sinewy, vital, an animal <|
dowed with a human-soul arid with indisputable f*"&

